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Abstract
Standard Markov chain Monte Carlo methods struggle to explore distributions that are con-
centrated in the neighbourhood of low-dimensional structures. ese pathologies naturally occur
in a number of situations. For example, they are common to Bayesian inverse problem modelling
and Bayesian neural networks, when observational data are highly informative, or when a subset
of the statistical parameters of interest are non-identiable. In this paper, we propose a strategy
that transforms the original sampling problem into the task of exploring a distribution supported
on a manifold embedded in a higher dimensional space; in contrast to the original posterior this
lied distribution remains diuse in the vanishing noise limit. We employ a constrained Hamil-
tonian Monte Carlo method which exploits the manifold geometry of this lied distribution, to
perform ecient approximate inference. We demonstrate in several numerical experiments that,
contrarily to competing approaches, the sampling eciency of our proposed methodology does not
degenerate as the target distribution to be explored concentrates near low dimensional structures.
1 Introduction
Under a Bayesian framework, inference corresponds to deducing the posterior distribution on un-
known variables given an observation model and a prior distribution. While we generally expect
conditioning on observed data to reduce the uncertainty about the possible values of the unknown
variables, in most real-world situations we also expect to retain some uncertainty in our posterior be-
liefs. Accurately quantifying this uncertainty is important in downstream tasks such as using a model
to make predictions or comparing how well competing models explain the observed data.
An obvious source of uncertainty in our posterior beliefs is observation noise, where observations
are imperfectly measured due to, for instance, instrument limitations or human error. Uncertainty
also naturally arises in ill-posed or underdetermined problems, that is when the number of degrees
of freedom in the unknown variables exceeds the number of degrees of freedom constrained by the
observations. Even in the case of plentiful noiseless observations, uncertainty may still arise due to
inherent non-identiabilities in the model.
In this paper, we consider inference in models where we have noisy and non-linear observations y ∈
Y ≡ RdY of an unknown quantity of interest θ ∈ Θ ≡ RdΘ . Although the methodology we describe
can be applied more generally, for conceptual clarity, we focus on the case where the observation noise
is additive, isotropic and Gaussian. e observation model is then dened as
y = F (θ) + ση (1)
for a Gaussian noise variable η ∼ N(0, IdY ), noise intensity σ > 0 and forward operator F : Θ→ Y . e
mapping F is typically non-linear and computationally expensive to evaluate. We adopt the Bayesian
framework and specify a prior distribution on Θ with unnormalised density exp[−Φ0(θ)] with respect
to the Lebesgue measure. e negative logarithm of the posterior density piσ : Θ→ R≥0 then reads
− log piσ(θ) = Φ0(θ) + 1
2σ2
‖y − F (θ)‖2 + constant. (2)
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In the case where the forward operator F is linear and the prior distribution Gaussian, the posterior
distribution is also Gaussian. In general, though, the posterior distribution is not tractable and ap-
proximate inference methods are necessary to explore the posterior distribution. ere are natural
situations where the dimensionality of the observations is lower, and oen much lower, than the di-
mensionality of the quantity of interest. In these seings, i.e. dY < dΘ, even as the noise intensity σ
decreases to zero, exact reconstruction of the quantity of interest is typically not possible: the system
is underdetermined. In Bayesian inverse problems [Stu10,KvdVvZ11,PMSG14], a particularly represen-
tative class of models where this type of scenario naturally occurs, the quantity of interest θ typically
represents a spatially extended eld. e forward operator F describes the process of collecting a (typ-
ically small) set of measurements derived from θ. For example, in Section 5.3 we consider the problem
of reconstructing a thermal conductivity eld from a discrete set of noisy measurements of a temper-
ature eld; the temperature eld is obtained from the conductivity eld as the solution to an elliptic
partial dierential equation (pde).
Conversely, even when there are plentiful observations when compared to the number of un-
knowns, i.e. dY  dΘ, structural non-identiabilities in the observation model formulation — that
multiple values of θ give the same conditional distribution on observations y — can mean that as the
observation noise vanishes (σ → 0), the posterior distribution on θ also does not collapse to a point. As
an example, in Section 5.2 we consider the problem of inferring the parameters θ of a simple ordinary
dierential equation (ode) model of neuronal dynamics given a sequence of noisy observations. e
natural parametrisation of this model is such that a subset of parameters are non-identiable. In this
model, and in other simple cases, reparametrisations may allow non-identiabilities to be removed. In
more complex models, however, it may not be tractable to nd such a parametrisation, or even know
prior to performing inference that non-identiabilities are present.
Although in above-mentioned cases it is not possible to exactly reconstruct the quantity of interest
as the observation noise vanishes σ → 0, the posterior distribution will concentrate on a subset S ⊂ Θ
of the latent space given by
S = {θ ∈ Θ : F (θ) = y}.
Under mild regularity assumptions on the forward operator F , the subset S is a submanifold of dimen-
sion dS = dΘ−dY embedded in Θ and the bulk of the posterior mass is distributed in a neighbourhood
of radius O(σ) around S .
e key computation involving the posterior distribution in downstream tasks is the evaluation of
posterior expectations of the form
∫
Θ ϕ(θ)pi
σ(θ) dθ for a test function ϕ : Θ → R. We focus in this
text on Markov chain Monte Carlo (mcmc) methods for approximating such posterior expectations. We
assume throughout that derivatives of the forward operator F and prior negative log-density Φ0 can
be computed and develop mcmc methods which exploit this derivative information.
Many of the most widely-used mcmc methods for general target distributions on RdΘ such as
random-walk Metropolis (rwm) with Gaussian proposals, the Metropolis-adjusted Langevin algorithm
(mala) [Bes94] and Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (hmc) [DKPR87], require the seing of a step size pa-
rameter which controls the scale of the proposed moves. e eciency of these methods is highly
dependent on an appropriate choice of this step size parameter, with too large steps leading to a high
probability of proposed moves being rejected, while overly small steps leading to slow exploration.
In the past decades, much analysis has been done to identify optimal scaling of the step size of
various mcmc algorithms as the target distribution dimension becomes large, i.e. the dΘ →∞ asymp-
totic [GIKP90, RGG97, RR01, BPR+13]. In contrast, comparably lile aention has been devoted to
the vanishing noise asymptotic, i.e. σ → 0. As the posterior concentrates increasingly close to the
manifold S , this induces a strong anisotropy in the scaling of the posterior distribution in dierent di-
rections, with large changes in posterior density in directions normal to S and much smaller changes
in direction tangential to S . Importantly, for non-linear manifolds S , the tangential and normal direc-
tions vary across the manifold so that a simple global rescaling will not be sucient to counteract the
anisotropy.
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Figure 1: Posterior distribution for noise intensities σ ∈ {0.5, 0.1, 0.02} (le-to-right) in toy example
with forward operator F (θ) = θ21 + 3 θ20
(
θ20 − 1
)
. e blue heatmaps show the posterior density piσ
with darker colours indicating higher density. e orange curves show the limiting manifold S .
In [BRTP18] the authors analyse the performance of rwm algorithms in this vanishing noise regime
in the specic case where the manifold S is a linear subspace of Θ. ey prove that the step size needs
to be scaled linearly with σ to avoid the acceptance probability to decrease to zero in the limit when
σ → 0. As we will describe in the following section, this limitation also applies to gradient-based mcmc
methods such as mala and hmc.
Although [BRTP18] concentrate on the linear case, they acknowledge that the more practically
relevant case is of a non-linear limiting manifold S , and state that an important area for future work
is the ‘study of mcmc algorithms that beer exploit the manifold structure of the support of the tar-
get distribution’ where the ‘manifold can be of smaller dimension than the general space’. e main
contribution of this paper is precisely a practical methodology for this seing: we propose an mcmc
algorithm which exploits the manifold structure of the target posterior distribution in order to remain
computationally ecient in the vanishing noise regime.
e remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We begin in Section 2 by illustrating how
standard mcmc methods breakdown in the limit of σ → 0 in an illustrative two-dimensional example.
In Section 3 we introduce an augmented state space formulation which lis the target posterior distri-
bution on to a manifold in a higher dimensional space, with this lied target distribution not suering
the degenerate anisotropic scaling exhibited in the original space as σ → 0. In Section 4 we describe
our proposed approach of using a constrained hmc algorithm to generate samples according to this
manifold-restricted lied target distribution. Finally, in Section 5 we present the results of numerical
experiments which empirically demonstrate that, in contrast to existing mcmc methods, the proposed
methodology is robust to low observation noise.
2 Vanishing noise asymptotic regime
In this section we numerically illustrate in a toy example the behavior of standard mcmc methods in
the vanishing noise asymptotic σ → 0. Consider a model of the form dened in (1) with dΘ = 2 and
dY = 1 and a forward operator F : R2 → R given by
F (θ) = θ21 + 3 θ
2
0
(
θ20 − 1
)
. (3)
We assume we observe y = 1 and place a standard centred Gaussian prior on the unknown parameter,
i.e. θ ∼ N(0, I2). e posterior distribution is depicted in Figure 1 for three noise intensities σ ∈
{0.5, 0.1, 0.02}. As σ → 0, the posterior distribution can be seen to concentrate in the neighbourhood
of the manifold S implicitly dened by the set of solutions to the equation F (θ) = y.
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Figure 2: Heat maps: Average acceptance rate for chains simulated using dierent Metropolis mcmc
methods targeing posterior piσ of toy example for varying noise intensities σ and (integrator) step
sizes . For the hmc methods N = 10 integrator steps where used per sample. e values displayed
are means of the Metropolis accept probabilities over four chains of 200 (rwm and mala) or 20 (hmc,
rm-hmc and c-hmc) samples initialised at equispaced points around the limiting manifold S . Top right:
Sampling eciency (eective sample size over chain run time in seconds) of hmc, rm-hmc and c-hmc.
Contrarily to hmc and rm-hmc, the eciency of c-hmc does not degrade as σ → 0.
We consider rst the performance of the rwm algorithm with isotropic Gaussian proposals with
standard deviation (step size)  > 0. For the proposal to have a non-vanishing acceptance rate in this
seing, the step size  needs to be of orderO(σ) (see top-le panel in Figure 2). As rwm chains evolve
on a diusive scale, we require O(−2) = O(σ−2) steps to move a O(1) distance in Θ [BRTP18]. To
informally describe this phenomenon, we state that rwm degenerates at rate σ−2 as σ → 0.
Maybe surprisingly, despite the use of gradient information, the performance of mala chains is
typically not beer than rwm (see top-centre panel in Figure 2). Indeed, since in the neighbourhood of
S the gradient of the (logarithm of the) posterior density is approximately orthogonal to the tangent
plane to S , the gradient information by itself does not help mala chains to explore the directions in
the parameter space with greatest variation i.e. the directions that are tangential to S . Further, as the
exploration of the parameter space remains diusive, mala also degenerates at rate σ−2.
hmc methods with a xed metric (mass matrix) enjoy a slightly beer scaling. In order to maintain
a non-vanishing acceptance probability, the step size parameter  > 0 of the leapfrog integrator used
to generate proposals, like the rwm step size, still needs to be chosen of orderO(σ) to maintain a non-
zero acceptance rate (see boom-le panel in Figure 2). However for proposals generated by simulating
O(−1) = O(σ−1) such leapfrog steps, the hmc method can move a distance O(1) in the parameter
space. is means that hmc degenerates at rate σ−1 as σ → 0.
Riemannian-manifold Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (rm-hmc) [GC11] and related position-dependent
mala [RS02,XSL+14]) and rwm [Liv15] methods use a position-dependent metric to locally rescale the
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target distribution or, equivalently, locally rescale the size of the proposed moves in dierent directions.
For an appropriate choice of metric which dierentially rescales proposed moves along the tangential
and orthogonal direction of the limiting manifold structure, these approaches may seem to oer a
potential solution to degeneration in performance of the standard rwm, mala and hmc algorithms as
σ → 0. In practice however these approaches still require the use of a vanishing step size as σ → 0
in order to maintain a non-zero acceptance rate, as shown in the boom-centre panel in Figure 2.
e metric used was the expected Fisher information matrix plus prior covariance, as recommended
by [GC11], which has the desired behaviour of rescaling the steps to make small moves normal to and
large moves tangential to the limiting manifold. Despite this the rm-hmc chains show the same paern
as hmc with a xed metric of requiring  ∝ σ to maintain a non-vanishing acceptance rate as σ → 0.
At a high-level, this phenomena can be aributed to the fact that, although the corresponding
continuous time dynamics underlying rm-hmc and related approaches ‘follow’ the curvature of the
limiting manifold, for a nite discretisation step size the simulated trajectories only approximately
replicate this idealized dynamic. In particular, as σ → 0, smaller steps are needed for the dynamics
to remain adequately close to the limiting manifold for the acceptance probability to remain non-zero
and to ensure the iterative solvers used in the (implicit) generalised leapfrog integrator required by the
rm-hmc algorithm do not diverge.
In contrast to the aforementioned standard hmc and rm-hmc approaches, the constrained Hamil-
tonian Monte Carlo (c-hmc) method proposed in this paper is able to maintain a constant acceptance
rate when using a xed integrator step size  as σ → 0. is is shown for c-hmc chains running in the
toy example in the boom-right panel of Figure 2. When combined with the coherent (non-diusive)
exploration of the state space aorded by the Hamiltonian dynamics based proposals, this means the
methodology we propose allows ecient mcmc based estimates in the vanishing noise regime.
3 Liing the posterior distribution onto a manifold
In this section, we describe our approach for constructing amcmcmethod which allows us to eciently
approximate expectations with respect to the posterior distribution piσ(dθ) in the σ → 0 asymptotic.
Our approach relies on considering an extended state-space X ≡ Θ × Y ≡ RdX , with dimension
dX = dΘ + dY , of pairs q = (θ, η) ∈ X and an extended auxiliary distribution piσ(dq) = piσ(dθ,dη)
that has the posterior distribution piσ(dθ) as θ-marginal, and constructing a Markov chain which leaves
this extended distribution invariant. For this approach to be computationally viable, designing a rapidly
mixing Markov chain that leaves the extended distribution piσ(dθ,dη) invariant should be easier than
constructing a rapidly mixing ergodic Markov chain with respect to the original distribution piσ(dθ).
Before describing the construction of the extended distribution piσ(dq) our method is based upon,
we recall a few standard results on conditioning of random variables. Consider a random variable Q
with density pi : X → R≥0 with respect to the Lebesgue measure on X , as well as a continuously
dierentiable mapping C : X → Y whose Jacobian matrix DC(q) has full-rank for µ-almost every
q ∈ X . A consequence of the co-area formula [RSL10, DHS13, GS17] gives that, for any test function
ϕ : X → R, we have that
E [ϕ(Q) |C(Q) = 0] = 1Z
∫
M
ϕ(q) J(q)−1 pi(q)H(dq) (4)
where Z = ∫M J(q)−1 pi(q)H(dq) is a normalization constant and H(dq) is the dM-dimensional
Hausdor (uniform) measure on the manifold
M = C−1(0) = {q ∈ X : C(q) = 0}. (5)
is manifold has dimension dM ≡ dX − dY = dΘ. e quantity J(q) is given by the square-root of
the determinant of the Gramian matrix G(q) ≡ DC(q)DC(q)T ∈ RdY×dY of the mapping C ,
J(q) ≡ det
(
DC(q)DC(q)T
)1/2
.
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Figure 3: ManifoldM and density p¯iσ (green) in the extended space X for σ ∈ {0.5, 0.1, 0.02} (le-to-
right). Only subset ofM with |η| ≤ 2 is shown. e density piσ on Θ (blue) is shown for comparison.
e statistical model (1) where y = F (θ) + σ η corresponds to the case where the constraint mapping
C : X → Y reads
C(q) = C(θ, η) = F (x) + σ η − y.
It then follows that the Gramian matrix G(q) of the constraint mapping C reads
G(q) = G(θ, η) = DF (θ)DF (θ)T + σ2 IdY , (6)
with for any choice of σ > 0 the Gramian matrix G(q) being positive denite, and hence invertible.
Since a-priori η ∼ N(0, IdY ) and the prior density on the unknown parameter θ is proportional to
exp[−Φ0(θ)], we have that − log pi(θ, η) = Φ0(θ) + (1/2) ‖η‖2. Consequently, Equation (4) implies
that the posterior distribution on the pair q = (θ, η) has a densitypiσ(θ, η) with respect to the Hausdor
measureH(dq) on the manifoldM≡ C−1(0) given by
− log piσ(θ, η) = Φ0(θ) + 1
2
‖η‖2 + 1
2
log detG(θ, η) + constant. (7)
Note that the manifoldM⊂ X depends on the intensity σ > 0 of the additive Gaussian noise,
M = {(θ, η) ∈ X : y = F (θ) + σ η}. (8)
In the running example (3), the original parameter space Θ is two-dimensional and, as σ → 0, the
posterior distribution concentrates in a neighbourhood of the one-dimensional manifold S . Figure 3
shows the two-dimensional manifoldM embedded in the three-dimensional extended space X and
the extended posterior density p¯iσ on the manifold for σ ∈ {0.5, 0.1, 0.02}. It can be seen that though
the geometry of the manifold does change as σ → 0, unlike the posterior distribution with density
piσ in the original space Θ, the extended posterior distribution with density p¯iσ on the manifold does
not concentrate and remains diuse. Furthermore, at an heuristic level at least, note that as σ → 0
the manifoldM ‘tends’ towards the product manifold {(θ, η) ∈ Θ × Y : y = F (θ)} ≡ S × Y . is
phenomenon partly motivates why our proposed methodology does not degenerate as σ → 0.
In summary, the extended distribution piσ(θ, η) can be described as the prior density pi0(θ)⊗pi0(η)
constrained on the manifoldM dictated by the forward operator F , with an additional multiplicative
term J(q) to account for the non-linear transformation of space Θ → M. Our method consists in
liing the posterior distribution piσ that is concentrated in the neighbourhood of a set S ⊂ Θ onto a
manifoldM in a higher dimensional space X ≡ Θ × Y , with the problem transformed into that of
sampling from the lied distribution piσ supported onM. Importantly the lied posterior distribution
remains diuse in the vanishing noise limit σ → 0. We propose to use a constrained hmc algorithm to
eciently sample from the manifold-supported extended distribution piσ using rst- and second-order
derivative information. As will be numerically demonstrated in Section 5, the resulting sampler does
not degenerate as σ → 0.
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Figure 4: Illustration of constrained leapfrog integrator step on a one-dimensional manifoldM.
4 Exploring the manifold-supported extended distribution
In this section, we describe the c-hmc method we use to construct an ergodic Markov chain leav-
ing the extended distribution piσ invariant. e use of simulated constrained Hamiltonian dynamics
within a hmc scheme has been proposed multiple times before [HS05,RSL10,BSU12]. Our formulation
most closely follows that described in [GS17], which along with [LRS19], applies an idea proposed
in [ZHCG18] to ensure the overall reversibility of the c-hmc transitions despite the use of a numerical
integrator with implicit steps that may fail to converge to a unique solution.
For conceptual clarity, we proceed by rst giving a very high-level description of the standard hmc
methodology [Nea12, Bet17] in order to highlight how the c-hmc approach diers from it. In order
to explore a X -valued distribution with negative log-density U(q), the hmc algorithm introduces an
auxiliary, and independent, momentum variable p ∈ X with standard Gaussian distribution. is
denes an extended distribution onX ×X with negative log-density equal, up to an irrelevant additive
constant, to the HamiltonianH(q, p) = U(q)+‖p‖2/2. Proposed moves in the extended state space are
computed by numerically integrating the Hamiltonian dynamics (q˙, p˙) = (∇p,−∇q)H(q, p) forward
in time and then accepting or rejecting the nal state in a Metropolis acceptance step. To ensure
ergodicity these dynamics based updates are interleaved with resampling of the momentum variable.
Employing a reversible and volume preserving integrator to simulate the Hamiltonian dynamics, such
as the standard leapfrog or Sto¨rmer–Verlet integrator with a xed step size  > 0 is the usual approach
(see Algorithm 1), although more sophisticated integrators [LR04, BCSS14] are also possible.
Algorithm 1 Unconstrained leapfrog integrator
Inputs: p0 current momentum, q0 current position,  step size
Outputs: p1 updated momentum, q0 updated position
function LeapfrogStep(p0, q0, )
p1/2 ← p0 − 2∇U(q0) . Momentum half-step update
q1 ← qn +  p1/2 . Position full-step update
p1 ← p1/2 − 2∇U(q1) . Momentum half-step update
return p1, q1
e constrainedhmc algorithm allows one to instead explore a distribution supported on a manifold
M⊂ X implicitly dened by a constraint mapping C : X → Y ,
M≡ {q ∈ X : C(q) = 0 }.
At any point q ∈ M on the manifold we can dene two orthogonal linear subspaces. e tangent
space TM(q) ≡
{
p ∈ RdX : DC(q)p = 0} is the space of directions tangential to manifold at q while
the normal space NM(q) = {DC(q)Tµ : µ ∈ RdY} is the space of directions normal to the manifold.
Dierentiating the constraint equation with respect to time gives us that DC(q)q˙ = DC(q)p = 0, i.e.
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that the momentum p (under an assumption of an identity metric equivalent to the velocity) is in the
tangent space TM(q) at q ∈M at all time points.
Constrained hmc operates on the same principles as standard hmc, however additional projection
steps are necessary in the integrator used to ensure that the position q remains on the manifoldM and
that the momentum p remain in the tangent space TM(q) at all time steps. e resulting constrained
leapfrog integrator [LM16], summarised in Algorithm 2 and visualised in Figure 4, is a variant of the
RATTLE integrator [And83] with an additional intermediate momentum projection, and, subject to
appropriate denitions of the projection functions, is volume-preserving [LS94, Rei96]. As will be
described in Section 4.3, additional reversibility checks also ensure the reversibility of the method.
Algorithm 2 Constrained leapfrog integrator
Inputs: {p0, q0, } see Algorithm 1, τ tolerance and M maximum iterations for position projection.
Outputs: {p1, q1} see Algorithm 1, failed ag for failed position projection.
function ConstrainedStep(p0, q0, , τ,M )
p˜1/2 ← p0 − 2∇U(q0) . Unconstrained momentum half-step update
p¯1/2 ← projectMomentum(p˜1/2, q0) . Project p˜1/2 onto TM(q0) (see §4.1)
q˜1 ← q0 +  p¯1/2 . Unconstrained position full-step update
q1, failed← projectPosition(q˜1, q0, τ,M) . Project q˜1 ontoM (see §4.2)
p1/2 =
1
 (q1 − q0) . Compute p1/2 such that q1 = q0 + p1/2
p˜1 ← p1/2 − 2∇U(q1) . Unconstrained momentum half-step update
p1 ← projectMomentum(p˜1, q1) . Project p˜1 onto TM(q1)
return p1, q1, failed
4.1 Momentum projection
e constrained integrator in Algorithm 2, uses a function projectMomentum, which orthogonally
projects a momentum p˜ ∈ RdX onto TM(q) at a position q ∈ M. e projected momentum p can be
expressed as p = p˜−DC(q)Tµ for a vector λ ∈ RdY as the rows of DC(q) span NM(q). Solving the
equation DC(q) (p˜−DC(q)Tµ) = 0 for µ gives that
p = projectMomentum(p˜, q) =
(
IdX −DC(q)TG(q)−1DC(q)
)
p˜. (9)
Since the Gramian matrix G(q) is positive denite, the projection operator (9) is well-dened.
4.2 Position projection
In order to implement the constrained integrator, we need to be able to project along NM(q) an arbi-
trary position q˜ ∈ X onto the manifoldM. In other words, one needs to solve the non-linear equation
χ(µ) ≡ C(q˜ −DC(q)Tµ) = 0. (10)
A range of numerical methods can be potentially used for solving Equation (10). We advocate using a
quasi-Newton approach called the symmetric Newton method [BKLS95], as also considered in [GS17].
Implementing a standard Newton approach reduces to iterating updates
µm+1 = µm +
[
DC(qm)DC(q)
T
]−1
χ(µm), (11)
with qm = q˜−DC(q)Tµm. is requires a matrix solve operation plus an evaluation of the constraint
Jacobian DC at each Newton iteration. e symmetric Newton method instead iterates
µm+1 = µm +G(q)
−1 χ(µm), (12)
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with a xed (with respect to m) preconditioning matrix G(q)−1. is is motivated by the observation
that the matrix DC(qm)DC(q)T usually stays largely constant over the Newton iterations [BKLS95].
Recall that the matrix G(q) is positive denite, and therefore we can perform a single Cholesky
decomposition of it, once per constrained integrator step. Each iteration in 12 then only requires an
evaluation of the constraint function to compute v = χ(µm) and a quadratic cost solve to compute
G(q)−1 v. Further we can also use the Gramian matrix Cholesky factor to eciently calculate the
log detG(q) term (and its derivative) in the potential energy U(q).
In practice, we stop the iteration (12) as soon as the norm ‖χ(µm)‖∞ = ‖C(qm)‖∞ falls below a
tolerance threshold τ , or a maximum numberM of iterations is reached. We suggest seing τ such that
the projection error is comparable to the numerical error already incurred from using oating-point
arithmetic. Furthermore, as mentioned in [ZHCG18], we also recommend seing the maximum num-
ber of iterations M relatively small. In doing so, we avoid wasting computational eort on proposals
whose position projections take too long to converge by quickly rejecting them in search for beer
ones. In our work, we set τ = 10−8 andM = 50, and the average number of iterations to convergence
in practice was around 5 to 10 in our experiments. In the case when the quasi-Newton iterations do not
converge, which does happen for a non-negligible fraction of the proposals, the proposal is rejected.
As explain in the next section, the possible non-convergence of the quasi-Newton iterates, as well as
the possible existence of multiple solutions to the non-linear Equation (10), require us to perform some
additional checks to avoid compromising the correctness of the overall method.
4.3 Reversibility check
e correctness of the standard hmc method is ensured by the reversibility and volume preservation
of the leapfrog integrator. Although the constrained integrator is also volume-preserving (as a conse-
quence of being symplectic [LS94,Rei96]), the reversibility property needs to be checked more carefully.
is is because the non-linear equation (10) that needs to be solved to implement the projectPosition
function may not have a single unique solution, and the numerical method used to nd such the solu-
tion may not converge within a prescribed number of iterations1.
To enforce reversibility we follow the scheme proposed by [ZHCG18] (for a constrained rwm al-
gorithm) by manually checking if each constrained step constitutes a reversible map. For each forward
step (q, p)→ (q′, p′), we run the step in reverse (by negating the time step) (q′, p′)→ (q∗, p∗). We pro-
ceed with the next step only if the current step is reversible, i.e., (q, p) = (q∗, p∗) to within a numerical
tolerance ρ, and neither of the iterative solves in the position projections in the forward nor reverse
steps failed to converge (indicated by the failed ag returned by the projectPosition function in
Algorithm 2 being true); otherwise the trajectory terminates early and we reject. By construction this
reversibility check guarantees the overall simulated trajectory denes a reversible map.
In terms of the additional cost of this reversibility check, the main expensive quantities necessary
for the reverse step — the constraint Jacobian and Grammian matrix decomposition — will also be
required in the subsequent forward step if the reversibility check is successful. Hence, by caching
these quantities in memory, the marginal costs of computing the reverse step amount to at most M
evaluations of the constraint function (and so F ) in the reverse step position projection.
4.4 Practical implementation
We now discuss strategies for eciently evaluating the quantities involving the Gramian matrix
G(q) = G(θ, η) = DF (θ)DF (θ)T + σ2IdY ∈ RdY×dY .
1For suciently small step sizes, the constrained integrator is in fact reversible. For a detailed numerical analysis of
the closely related RATTLE integrator [And83] when combined with a Newton iteration to solve the position projection,
see [LRS19]. Nevertheless, there is currently no practical way to identify such a step size nor would it be useful if the small
step size leads to inecient sampling.
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e log-determinant of G(q) is needed to evaluate the potential energy (7) and we require to solve
G(q)−1v for v ∈ RdY in the momentum and position projections. We now show that the computa-
tional cost necessary to evaluate these quantities only scales asO(min(dΘd2Y , dYd2Θ)). As is illustrated
in Section 5, standard applications oen requires dΘ  dY or dΘ  dY .
Underdetermined systems: dΘ > dY .
e case of dΘ > dY is common to inverse problems when observations are few and inference param-
eters are many. As an example, Section 5.3 describes inverting the stationary heat equation to recover
a high-dimensional thermal conductivity eld — in this seing dΘ refers to the dimension of the nite
element method (fem) discretization. SinceDF (θ) ∈ RdY×dΘ , forming the Gramian matrixG(q) costs
O(dΘd2Y) while computing its Cholesky decomposition scales asO(d3Y), from which both detG(q) and
G(q)−1v can be computed atO(dY) cost. Overall therefore the computational cost scales asO(dΘd2Y).
Overdetermined systems: dY > dΘ.
When the dimensionality of the observations exceeds the dimensionality of the latent space, the system
is overdetermined, as exemplied in Section 5.2. In order to avoid computations that scale cubically in
dY when evaluating the determinant of G(q), one can use the Weinstein—Aronszajn identity,
detG(q) = σ2 dY det
[
σ−2DF (θ)DF (θ)T + IdY
]
= σ2 dY det
[
σ−2DF (θ)TDF (θ) + IdΘ
]
,
which can be computed in O(dYd2Θ) operations. Similarly, using the Woodbury identity we have that
G(q)−1 = σ2
{
IdY −DF (θ)
[
σ2IdΘ +DF (θ)
TDF (θ)
]−1
DF (θ)T
}
(13)
which can be used to solve G(q)−1v at O(dYd2Θ) computational cost.
4.5 Complete algorithm
Recall that the target distribution piσ(dq) is supported on the manifoldM and has a density given by
dpiσ
dH (q) =
dpiσ
dH (θ, η) ∝ exp
{
−Φ0(θ)− 1
2
‖η‖2 − 1
2
log detG(θ, η)
}
.
Consequently, for c-hmc with an identity mass matrix, the Hamiltonian reads
H(q, p) = H((θ, η), p) = Φ0(θ) +
1
2
‖η‖2 + 1
2
log detG(θ, η) +
1
2
‖p‖2.
For initializing the c-hmc algorithm, one can choose an arbitrary initial θ0 ∈ Θ (e.g. by sampling
from the prior) and map to the corresponding unique extended state q0 = (θ0, [y − F (θ0)]/σ) ∈ M.
Algorithm 3 provides a complete description of a single chain transition of the c-hmc method.
Interestingly, the constrained continuous-time Hamiltonian dynamic onM underlying the method
proposed in this paper admits an equivalent formulation as a Hamiltonian dynamic on the original state
space Θ equipped with a particular Riemannian metric (see Appendix A). Importantly however, the
constrained integrator used in our extended state space formulation is both signicantly cheaper to run
than the generalized leapfrog integrator typically used in rm-hmc and overcomes the issues underlying
the collapse of the rm-hmc acceptance rate in the σ → 0 limit observed in Section 2.
5 Numerical experiments
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed method on several inference problems.
Standard hmc with an identity metric is chosen as the benchmark method for unconstrained mcmc
sampling, other than for the rst (toy) example for which we also compare to rm-hmc. We use a
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Algorithm 3 c-hmc transition
Inputs: q current position,N number of integrator steps per transition, ρ reversibility check tolerance,
{, τ,M} see Algorithm 2.
Outputs: q′ updated position such that q ∼ p¯iσ(·) =⇒ q′ ∼ p¯iσ(·).
function ConstrainedHMC(q, , τ, ρ,N,M )
q0 ← q
p˜0 ← N(0, IdX ) . Sample momentum from standard Gaussian
p0 ← projectMomentum(p˜0, q0)
for n ∈ {1, . . . , N} do
qn, pn, fwFailed← ConstrainedStep(qn−1, pn−1, , τ,M) . Forward step
q∗, p∗, rvFailed← ConstrainedStep(qn, pn,−, τ,M) . Reverse step
if fwFailed or rvFailed or ‖q∗ − qn−1‖∞ ≥ ρ then . Reversibility check
return q . Reject proposal if non-reversible
if uniform(0, 1) < exp[H(q0, p0)−H(qn, pn)] then . Metropolis acceptance step
return qN . Accept proposal
else
return q . Reject proposal
variant of theNo-U-Turn Sampler (nuts) algorithm [HG14,Bet17] to automate the tuning of the number
of integrator steps in each proposal’s trajectory for all three methods. All experiments were performed
using the mcmc sampler implementations in the Python package Mici [Gra19], which denes a high-
level interface which abstracts away the details of Algorithm 3 and requires only specication of the
model functions and optionally, their derivatives. e integrator step size  > 0 for all methods was
tuned in short preliminarymcmc runs in order to ensure an acceptance rate in between 0.7 and 0.95. We
report the minimum estimated eective sample size (ess) over the dΘ quantity of interest dimensions,
normalised by the total chain run time, as our measure of sampling eciency. We compute the ess
estimates using the ArviZ [KCHM19] implementation of the bulk-ess statistic proposed in [VGS+19].
Our experiments indicate that, as heuristically described in Section 2, standard hmc requires a
leapfrog step size  → 0 as the posterior distribution concentrates near the limiting manifold S in
order to operate at a reasonable acceptance rate, meaning the sampling eciency of standard hmc
degenerates as σ → 0. In stark contrast, the simulations demonstrate that the sampling eciency of
the c-hmc sampler is robust to the vanishing noise asymptotic. Note that for large values of σ (i.e.
when the posterior distribution is not concentrated near low-dimensional structures) standard hmc is
typically more sample-ecient than our proposed c-hmc approach due to the higher computational
cost of the constrained leapfrog integrator.
5.1 Toy example
We rst return to our running toy example considered in Section 2. e top-right panel in Figure 2
shows the sampling eciencies for standard hmc, rm-hmc and our proposed approach of c-hmc on the
extended space. For rm-hmc the same Fisher information based metric is used as described previously.
It can be immediately seen that both hmc and rm-hmc degenerate as σ while the mixing eciency
of the c-hmc is unaected by the vanishing noise asymptotic σ → 0. To maintain an acceptance
rate of 0.7–0.95, standard hmc required a leapfrog step about 8 times smaller, and rm-hmc around 14
times smaller, than the noise intensity parameter σ. For c-hmc we used a constant leapfrog step size
 = 8.7× 10−2 for all values of σ.
5.2 FitzHugh–Nagumo ordinary dierential equation model
As a second example, we consider parameter inference in a noisily observed non-linear dynamical
system. e FitzHugh–Nagumo model [Fit61, NAY62], a simplied description of the dynamics of
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Figure 5: Fitzhugh-Nagumo model: noisy observations from the rst coordinate x0(t).
action potential generation within an neuronal axon, can be described by the following system of odes
dx0
dt
= αx0 − βx30 + γx1,
dx1
dt
= −δx0 − x1 + ζ. (14)
We use a fourth-order Runge-Kua method to discretise the system in time, implementing the nu-
merical integration in the Python package JAX [BFH+18] to allow use of its automatic dierentiation
implementation to compute the required derivatives. e ground truth parameter used were α = 3,
β = 1, γ = 3, δ = 1/3, ε = 1/15, and ζ = 1/15, and initial state x(0) = (1,−1). As shown in
Figure 5, we simulated noisy observations yk = x0(tk) + σ ηk, with ηk ∼ N(0, 1), of the rst state
coordinate t 7→ x0(t) at dY = 200 equispaced times 0 = t1 < . . . < tdY = 20. e parametrisation of
the Fitzhugh-Nagumo system of odes in Equation (14) is non-identiable. Specically, the dynamics
remains unchanged under the transformation
(x0(0), x1(0), α, β, γ, δ, ε, ζ) 7→ (x0(0), s x1(0), α, β, s−1 γ, s δ, ε, s ζ)
for any scaling factor s > 0. is means that x1(0),γ, δ and ζ are only identiable up to the common
scaling factor s. erefore, the posterior distribution on x1(0), γ, δ and ζ concentrates around a limiting
manifold, as show in the le panel of Figure 6.
We specify the prior distributions as logα ∼ N(0, 1), log β ∼ N(0, 1), log γ ∼ N(0, 1), log δ ∼
N(−1, 1), log ε ∼ N(−2, 1), log ζ ∼ N(−2, 1), x0(0) ∼ N(0, 1), and x1(0) ∼ N(0, 1), using a logarith-
mic parametrisation for (β, γ, δ, ε, ζ) to enforce non-negativity constraints. To maintain an acceptance
rate of about 0.8, standard hmc required a leapfrog step about 200 times smaller than the noise inten-
sity parameter σ. For c-hmc, the leapfrog step was set to  = 0.5 for all values of σ. Figure 6 shows
that, as σ → 0, the sampling eciency of standard hmc degenerates. On the other hand, our method
is robust to σ → 0.
5.3 Non-linear Poisson partial dierential equation model
Consider a two-dimensional domain Ω ⊂ R2 and the problem of inferring the log-conductivity eld
Φ : Ω→ R from a discrete set of noisy observations of the temperature eld u : Ω→ R and a known
source term F : Ω→ R. ese quantities satisfy the following Poisson pde on the domain Ω,
−∇ · (eΦ∇u) = F , (15)
with vanishing Dirichlet boundary conditions u|∂Ω = 0. Noisy observations of the temperature eld
yk = u(xk)+σ η, with η ∼ N(0, 1), are available at dY = 5 distinct locations xk ∈ Ω, as depicted in Fig
7. e library FEniCS [ABH+15] is used to numerically solved the pde (15) with a rst order fem on a
standard triangular discretization of Ω with dimension dΘ = 207. is means that the discretised log-
conductivity eld can be expressed as Φ(x) =
∑dΘ
k=1 αk ek(x) for linear basis functions ek : Ω → R
and coecients α = (α1, . . . , αdΘ) ∈ Θ ≡ RdΘ . We use a standard Gaussian eld with a Mate´rn
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Figure 6: ode parameters inference. Le: c-hmc posterior samples with ground truth in magenta.
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covariance [LRL11] as prior distribution on Φ. is can be realized as a fem discretization of the
Poisson equation (κ2−∆)Φ =W , with scaling parameter κ = 0.1, for a spatial Gaussian white noise
W : Ω→ R with unit variance. is induces a centred Gaussian prior on the coecients α ∈ Θ with
covariance matrix Γ ∈ RdΘ×dΘ . For implementing the method, we choose a centred parametrization
α = Γ1/2 θ, for unknown parameter vector θ ∈ Θ. Our objective is to explore the Bayesian posterior
on the vector of coecients θ given the set of observations (y1, . . . , ydY ). Note that each evaluation
of the posterior density involves solving the Poisson Equation (15). Figure 7 shows that the standard
hmc method degenerates as σ → 0, contrarily to our proposed method that is robust to the vanishing
noise regime.
6 Conclusion
While a large literature has been devoted to designing mcmc samplers with good mixing properties
when used in high-dimensional seings, comparatively lile aention has been devoted to the prob-
lem of exploring distributions concentrating near low-dimensional manifolds or exhibiting multi-scale
structures [BRTP18,SSW19]. To the best of our knowledge, the sampling eciency of all currently ex-
isting general-purpose mcmc samplers degenerates in the vanishing noise σ → 0 asymptotic studied
in this text. By reformulating the original problem into the task of exploring a distribution supported
on a manifold embedded in a higher dimensional space, our proposed methodology is able to maintain
high sampling eciency in the σ → 0 regime. Our work opens up a number of avenues for future
work in this area. While we concentrated in this work on additive, isotropic Gaussian observation
noise, there are natural possible extensions to more general observation processes. Furthermore, an
important open question is whether it is possible to dene variants of the proposed approach that im-
prove scalability in the regime where both observation and latent dimensions, dΘ and dY , are high,
with the current scheme having a O(min(dΘd2Y , dYd2Θ)) computational complexity.
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A Equivalent Hamiltonian dynamic in Θ space
In this paper we construct an mcmc method targeing a distribution dened on a space Θ ⊆ RdΘ by
simulating a Hamiltonian dynamic dened on a dΘ-dimensional manifoldM embedded in an extended
state space X ≡ Θ× Y . We implicitly deneM via a constraint equation
M = {(θ, η) ∈ X : F (θ) + ση = y},
as this leads naturally to a construction for dening ows onM via the simulation of the dynamics of
a constrained Hamiltonian system, and so our suggested c-hmc approach to inference.
In our specic seingM can also however be dened as the graph of a function γ(θ) = y−F (θ)σ , i.e.
M = {(θ, γ(θ)) : θ ∈ Θ}, or equivalently dening ψ(θ) = (θ, γ(θ)) thenM = ψ(Θ). If γ is smooth,
which will be the case if F is smooth (and σ 6= 0), then ψ is a dieomorphism andM is dieomorphic
to Θ. is has practical consequences in for example ensuring that if Θ is simply-connected and F is
smooth thenM will also be simply-connected, thus avoiding the ergodicity issues that would arise in
applying the c-hmc method ifM consisted of a set of disconnected components.
at M is dieomorphic to the original latent space Θ also means that there is an equivalent
Hamiltonian dynamic on Θ to the constrained Hamiltonian dynamic we use to simulate ows onM.
If we denote the momentum variable associated with the dynamics on Θ as ν ∈ RdΘ , then under
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the canonical transformation (q, p) = Ψ(ν, θ) = (ψ(θ),Dψ(θ)
(
Dψ(θ)TDψ(θ)
)−1
ν), the form of
Hamilton’s equations is preserved [LR04, §7.6.2]; that is solutions (θ(t), ν(t))t∈T and (q(t), p(t))t∈T
to respectively the ode systems (θ˙, ν˙) = (∇ν ,−∇θ)H˜(θ, ν) and (q˙, p˙) = (∇p,−∇q)H(q, p) where
H˜(θ, ν) ≡ H ◦Ψ(ν, θ), satisfy (q(t), p(t)) = Ψ(θ(t), ν(t)) for all t ∈ T .
Recalling the previous denition for H(q, p) in our seing
H(q, p) = H((θ, η), p) = Φ0(θ) +
1
2
‖η‖2 + 1
2
log detG(θ, η) +
1
2
‖p‖2,
it is simple to show that the equivalent Hamiltonian H˜(θ, ν) can be expressed
H˜(θ, ν) = Φ0(θ) +
1
2σ2
‖y − F (θ)‖2 + dY log σ + 1
2
log detM(θ) +
1
2
νTM(θ)−1ν,
where M(θ) = Dψ(θ)TDψ(θ) = IdΘ + 1σ2DF (θ)
TDF (θ) and we have used that
log detG(θ, η) = log detM(θ) + 2dY log σ.
is equivalent Hamiltonian H˜(θ, ν) and corresponding dynamic on the original Θ space, is exactly
that simulated to generate proposals by rm-hmc when targeing the posterior distribution piσ on the
original space Θ with a metric M(θ). For the assumed additive Gaussian isotropic observation noise
model, the metric M(θ) is equal to the expected Fisher information 1
σ2
DF (θ)TDF (θ) plus the prior
covariance IdΘ , i.e. corresponding to the form of metric suggested by [GC11] and used in our experi-
mental comparison in Section 2.
From this equivalence of the continuous-time dynamics, the observed performance dierences
between our proposed c-hmc approach and rm-hmc (with a specic choice of metric) can be seen to be
directly a consequence of the improved performance of the constrained leapfrog integrator used for c-
hmc compared to the generalised leapfrog integrator used by rm-hmc. Although both involve implicit
steps, as described in the main paper, a symmetric Newton approach can be used to eciently solve
the non-linear system of equations required to implement the position projection in the constrained
leapfrog integrator, with each iteration only requiring evaluation of the forward operator F .
In contrast in each generalised leapfrog step, two separate systems of non-linear equations must
be solved, with existing implementations generally using a simple direct xed point iteration [GC11].
Empirically we observe that these simple xed point iterations have a much higher tendency to diverge
or converge slowly compared to the symmetric Newton iteration used for the constrained integrator,
and further as each iteration requires re-evaluating the inverse of the metric or a derivative of the
inverse metric, the iterations are also typically signicantly more expensive to compute. We also stress
that the possibility of the xed point solvers failing to converge, or converging to a dierent solution in
a time-reversed step, mean a similar reversibility check as we use in our c-hmc algorithm, (as originally
proposed in a constrained rwm seing by [ZHCG18]), is required to ensure the correctness of the rm-
hmc transitions; the rm-hmc implementation we used in experiments [Gra19] includes such checks.
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